Affiliate Marketing Case Study
For Baginc.com
Introduction
Remotely operating from Paris with an office and warehouse in Hong Kong, BAGINC is comprised of a team of energetic fashion
aficionados with a passion for celebrity style bags, fashion handbags. Our international coverage gives Baginc.com a unique
edge, one that allows us to deliver the hottest bags to clients all over the globe
Our team members are no strangers to fashion. Originating in France, we share the country’s inherently discerning eye for
couture. Since 2004, we have been on the forefront of fashion, tracking trends, networking in the news. After much success in
the shops, we decided to bring these fashion bags directly to you and voilà, trendy affordable handbags are born!

Prior to Affiliate Marketing
Using Baginc.com as an online gateway, we offer the latest celebrity styles in affordable fashion handbags. From the heart of the
fashion district, we select manufacturers who specialize in producing Hollywood-like celebrity handbags at everyday prices. In turn,
you can shop for these gorgeous celebrity looks for less in the stores we love to shop.
Our dedicated French scouts are constantly on the lookout for the hottest Hollywood bags and who’s carrying them from this, we
produce these very same styles at sensible prices without compromising quality. By travelling to Asia and hiring the most qualified
bag makers who can formulate fashionable favorites at a fraction of the cost, we can transfer these savings on to you. The bottom
line is: we aim to totally satisfy our customers.

The Approach
Baginc took over the super affiliate for the affiliate Program to making great impact in a customer mind to increase the high sales
graph eg. like below supper affiliates.

Top Country
Baginc get the more traffic from the below country who brings a traffic and considerable sale for the affiliate program.

Best Month
The best month was January for the Baginc affiliate program. The highest transaction took place 211 and the clicks 13,938.
As compare to December the January month was better $9780.

Source
This is the Source where the Baginc gets the traffic on there
Portal/Websites

Baginc Placements
1. Couponpa.com

2. Wativ.com

3. Dealspotr.com

4. Offers.com

